RIDER
TOURING DETAILS
The team includes 7 people;
We are touring with one van, please provide us a safe parking space;
We ask for a warm and covered sleeping place for both people, shower is a plus;
Beside of any further arrangements, we accept payment in cash only.

STAGE
The band is composed of five musicians on stage, one sound engineer & one light engineer;
They need one hour for the soundcheck, installation included.

CATERING / MEAL
For the catering, whatever you can offer but a least mineral water, sodas and locals botteled beers in suffisant quantity;
For the meal, we ask for seven hot meals, served at least one hour before the show;
Note that there are no vege/vegan and no specific food allergy;
After the show, a bottle of brown rhum or whisky is more than welcome :)

MERCH
In the venue, the band needs a well lighted 1m long table and wall surface for their merchandising.

STAGE PLAN

BACKDROP
10.0 x 8.0m

GTR AMP 1
220V

BASS AMP 1
220V

GTR AMP 2
220V

BACKING VOX
SM58 (one stand needed)

MONITOR 1

DRUM
220V

SAMPLER
220V

DRUM SET
1x Bass drum
1x Snare
2x Toms
1x Hi-hat
5x Cymbals
1x Sampler

LEAD VOX
own SM58 HF (no stand needed)

MONITOR 2

MONITOR 3

MONITOR 4

PATCH
N°/CHANNEL
INSTRUMENT		MICROPHONES			ADDITIONNAL
1		
Bass drum		
Beta58, D12, D112, RE20		
2		Snare			SM57				3		Tom 1			E609, SM57			4		Tom 2			E609, SM57			5		OH right			C451, SM81			6		OH left			C451, SM81			7		Snare bottom*		SM57				8		Hi-Hat*			Sm81, C1000			9		Ride*			Sm81, C1000			10		
Bass			
Beta58, D112, RE20, SM57, D12
Balanced line (xlr)
11		Guitar 1, cab «A»		SM57				12		
Guitar 1, cab «B»*		
SM57				
Optional, only if you can provide it
13		Guitar 2, cab «A»		SM57				14		
Guitar 2, cab «B»*		
SM57				
Optional, only if you can provide it
15		Vox			SM58 HF				Provided by band
16		Sampler			DI				Provided by band
Those microphones are our wish, if you’re not able to provide them, please choose equivalents mics.
Channels 7 to 9 and 12 + 14 marked with * are optional, but it’s always good to have them, if possible.

